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Owners out, others in

In this issue

The majority of those that responded to ADI’s eve of referendum EU poll
want the UK’s alternative fund industry to stay in the EU. The result of ADI’s
third EU poll, conducted with UK nationals working in London’s alternative
industry, is the most decisive.

Features

Investors, alternative managers and service providers (including lawyers)
were asked the following question: Is the UK’s alternative fund industry
better off being inside or outside of the EU? 71% said it is better off inside
and 29% said it is better off outside. (One respondent stated that whilst he
thinks that the industry is probably better off inside but he will nonetheless
still be voting out.)
There were important differences in sampling in this poll from the other two
that ADI has conducted over the last 18 months. This year’s poll included
investors and service providers. The previous ones were conducted just
with alternative fund managers. And this year ADI tried, as best it could, to
poll only those who are eligible to vote in the referendum. (That was difficult
to do given how many foreign nationals work in London’s alternative fund
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industry.)
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It’s everyone for themselves
A survey of opinion of those based in offshore and EU fund jurisdictions
shows that there is concern that BEPS and the drive to greater tax
transparency will have a real impact fund domiciliation patterns. ADI surveyed
people based in Cayman, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Ireland, Isle of Man, Jersey,
Luxembourg and Malta who work in or with the fund industry.
Although the majority of those surveyed fear that BEPS, and related tax
transparency measures from the EU, will have significant consequences
a fair number that responded to ADI’s researchers didn’t think this would
necessarily all be bad. That particularly applied in the Channel Islands. Many
in Guernsey and Jersey hope that BEPS means that managers will add
substance to their operations here.
The overwhelming majority, 96% of all respondents, do not think that the role
played by international domiciles is well enough understood by politicians, the
media and other opinion formers. And 85% think that more should be done to
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combat hostility that is coming their way. 
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